
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. Banned By Major Social Media Site, Campaign Pages
Blocked

Description

Twitter owner Elon Musk invited Democrat presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy Jr. for a
discussion on his Twitter Spaces after Kennedy said his campaign was suspended by Meta-owned
Instagram.

“Interesting… when we use our TeamKennedy email address to set up @instagram accounts 
we get an automatic 180-day ban. Can anyone guess why that’s happening?” he wrote on Twitter.

An accompanying image shows that Instagram said it “suspended” his “Team Kennedy” account and
that there “are 180 days remaining to disagree” with the company’s decision.
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https://twitter.com/RobertKennedyJr/status/1664638992300605440


Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. attends Keep it Clean to benefit Waterkeeper Alliance in Los 
Angeles, Calif., on March 1, 2018. (John Sciulli/Getty Images for Waterkeeper Alliance)

 

In response to his post, Musk wrote: “Would you like to do a Spaces discussion with me next 
week?” Kennedy agreed, saying he would do it Monday at 2 p.m. ET.

Hours later, Kennedy wrote that Instagram “still hasn’t reinstated my account, which was banned years
ago with more than 900k followers.” He argued that “to silence a major political candidate is profoundly
undemocratic.”

“Social media is the modern equivalent of the town square,” the candidate, who is the nephew of
former President John F. Kennedy, wrote. “How can democracy function if only some candidates have
access to it?”

The Epoch Times approached Instagram for comment.

Interesting… when we use our TeamKennedy email address to set up @instagram
accounts we get an automatic 180-day ban. Can anyone guess why that’s happening? 
pic.twitter.com/0G8oRnoXTv

— Robert F. Kennedy Jr (@RobertKennedyJr) June 2, 2023

It’s not the first time that either Facebook or Instagram has taken action against Kennedy. In
2021, Instagram banned him from posting claims about vaccine safety and COVID-19.

After he was banned by the platform, Kennedy said that his Instagram posts raised legitimate concerns
about vaccines and were backed by research. His account was banned just days after Facebook and
Instagram announced they would block the spread of what they described as misinformation about
vaccines, including research saying the shots cause autism, are dangerous, or are ineffective.

“This kind of censorship is counterproductive if our objective is a safe and effective vaccine supply,” he
said at the time.
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